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Savant announces the addition of new products and features included in the 8.7 software and
hardware update, one complete with TrueImage for Savant Pro, coloured lighting and IP Video
products.

  

The Savant Pro 8 app on the iOS App Store now includes support for TrueImage, the system
leveraging on Savant virtual lighting concept to allow users to experience virtual lights in any
room on their mobile devices. Users can easily change dimming levels and RGB colours by
tapping the virtual light. Installers or users simply need to photograph the light using the mobile
device, press the button and TrueImage takes care of the rest. Speaking of TrueImage, Savant
has a new line of coloured smart bulbs and LED light strips compatible with the Savant 8 app.

      

The company started shipping the new IP Video products, including a 4K video over IP
switching platform spec'd to deliver 4K/60 4:4:4 HDR video (8-bit colour) over IP. On the audio
side Savant is expanding the IP Audio lineup with the IP Audio 50, a renamed version of the Pro
Audio 4, the first scalable, wired all-in-one music solution from the company. Customers
wanting more power get the IP Audio 125, a version of the IP Audio 50 with 125W per channel
and more control ports.

  

In further audio, Savant is shipping Architectural Speakers in options for traditional stereo pairs
as well as single stereo twin-tweeter solutions. The 6.5- and 8-inch speakers bring Artison
sound quality to music listening areas either in-wall or in-ceiling.

  

The Savant Pro Remote is now available with multi-zone control. It is free to roam and allows
switching from room to room for true whole home control from a single remote. Connectivity
comes via wifi, meaning it is not tethered to a single remote base. Meanwhile owners of the
Touch 8 control screen get an aluminium tabletop stand to securely hold the Touch 8 for use
with the same PoE connection used for in-wall applications.
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https://www.savant.com/node/1989877

